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the issue with prey on playstation 4 is a strange one - the game's load times are too long, and the
overall gameplay is, well, quite bad. there are loading times, controller response is poor and enemy
encounters often fail to trigger. the worst culprit is the input lag which is so bad that it makes prey a

difficult game to play at any difficulty. trying to play prey on playstation 4 at 60fps is next to
impossible. that's not to say the game is unplayable, but it's certainly not optimal. then you get to
the business of the new patch - where a number of issues arise, the worst of which is a complete

breakdown in the game's input response. the game's most serious problem is lag. it's not the lag of a
game that requires controller re-mapping, but something far worse - the lag of the game. you can be
standing next to an enemy and not even know it, the lag can be so distracting that it nearly prevents

you from completing a mission. you can be on the lookout for an enemy, and they don't appear,
even when you can clearly see them. you can be looking in the right place, and nothing happens,

you need to start over. the problem is bad enough to make using prey on playstation 4 a difficult, if
not impossible, experience - something that's disappointing considering arkane austin's pedigree.
the game's poor performance has been compounded with an intrusive and constant horrible input

lag issue - one that saw the developers attempt to address it by adding a new 'fov' setting. there are
some good ideas here, but the overall result is one that has rendered the game unplayable for many.
the feature is clearly designed to be a toggle rather than a resolution setting, and this isn't the first

time arkane austin have attempted to address performance issues through the game's ui - there are
similarly intrusive options that make no sense to have in the first place. but what's really sad is how

prey on playstation 4 feels like a step back compared to what the game was originally.
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alongside the previously mentioned fixes, the latest patch also includes fixes for the ps4 controller
and fixes to how ava operates within the game. the former of these has been a common source of

complaint, and it seems that sony is now taking action to address the issue. there are also a few bug
fixes too, including one that makes it possible to play the game on the first-person ‘hard’ difficulty
level without encountering a graphics crash. finally, the patch also includes the essential fix for the

game’s slowdowns that were a common problem during our review period. prey is an excellent
game, and a worthy follow-up to the excellent arkane series. it’s a great example of how the genre
can be revitalised, and we wish the developers all the best as they continue to work on the title. but
the good news is that all this is about to change. prey's beta goes live today and you can download

the 1.05 patch free to xbox one and playstation 4 - though it's worth noting that ps4 owners must be
on the psn plus edition of the game to download this patch. the beta is only available for 48 hours,
but it's a good time to jump in and give arkane austin's latest iteration a proper try. hopefully the

remaining issues are sorted out quickly. although you'll have to play the game yourself to verify that
it's actually fixed. it's been a few weeks since prey launched and it's quickly become one of our

favorite games of the year - at least on pc. you get a solid enough experience on xbox one, but if
you're a ps4 owner trying to enjoy the game, there've been a number of roadblocks, to say the least.

the game launched with serious input lag, lengthy load times and no playstation 4 pro support -
despite functionality being flagged on the box. with the release of patch 1.04, pro features have

finally arrived, but arkane austin's attempts to improve the laggy controls have resulted in a massive
own goal. put simply, for ps4 owners, there's a strong argument that the new patch now represents

a retrograde step. 5ec8ef588b
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